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Thinking by analogy: 

The Case of Health Systems Performance
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Questions facing the  “Health Systems” field in the 1980s-1990s

What are the GOALS of a health system?
What are we trying to accomplish?

What are the COMPONENTS of a health system?
What elements/components are necessary to achieve the goals?

What are their functions?

How does the system work?

What adaptations are necessary to respond to variations in context? 
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Questions facing the  “Health Systems” field in the 1980s-1990s

What is the organizing MODEL of health system performance
What outcomes are associated with good performance?

What mechanisms produce, or contribute to, these outcomes?

How does performance vary by context?

How does the perception of performance vary with perspective?

What are the necessary MEASURES of health system performance
Health impact?

Value for money /ROI?

Fairness /ethical value?

Indicators?
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Questions facing the  “Health Systems” field in the 1980s-1990s

What COMPARATIVE ANALYSES of health systems performance are feasible?
Are there measures/indicators that are stable across different contexts?

Do data exist?

Can they be assembled

What is the PURPOSE and VALUE of the comparisons
Are comparisons meaningful, i.e., can they improve performance

Can they improve investment (e.g., systems-building, research, etc.)

Do they do harm to countries?
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What did success look like 
for health systems



Success for health systems
Phase 1: Achieving clarity on foundations

Attributable improvements in population health outcomes/status

Progressive improvement in health system performance

Expanded investment in research/policy (e.g., IHME--$105M)

Progressive refinement of value proposition for health systems

Improved accountabilities for stewardship

Competition and pressure (external and internal) to improve

Logic and structure of comparative analyses

Measures of performance

Theories of change

Components

Goals & rationales

Conceptual foundations (e.g., DALYs, responsiveness, etc.)
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Success for health systems
Phase 2: Managing to impact

Attributable improvements in population health outcomes/status

Progressive improvement in health system performance

Expanded investment in research/policy (e.g., IHME--$105M)

Progressive refinement of value proposition for health systems

Improved accountabilities for stewardship

Competition and pressure (external and internal) to improve

Logic and structure of comparative analyses

Measures of performance

Theories of change

Components

Goals & rationales

Conceptual foundations (e.g., DALYs)
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What does success look like for 
Engagement?
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Success for Engagement
How well are we doing?

Attributable improvements in population health outcomes/status

Progressive improvement in health system performance

Expanded investment in research/policy (e.g., IHME--$105M)

Progressive refinement of value proposition for health systems

Improved accountabilities for stewardship

Competition and pressure (external and internal) to improve

Logic and structure of comparative analyses

Measures of performance

Theories of change

Components

Goals & rationales

Conceptual foundations



Steps to success for health systems

Lack of clarity/agreement on… Early Health Systems

Goals & Rationales ✓

Components ✓

Model of performance (theory of change) ✓

Measures of performance ✓

Logic and structure of comparative analyses ✓



Steps to success for international engagement

Lack of clarity/agreement on… Early Health Systems Current “Engagement”

Goals & Rationales ✓ ?

Components ✓ ?

Model of performance (theory of change) ✓ ?

Measures of performance ✓ ?

Logic and structure of comparative analyses ✓ ?
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“[The] lack of evidence about CSE could 
be the sustaining force for a self-fulfilling 
prophecy, because those with the 
authority to make budget decisions for 
science programs lack clarity about the 
circumstances under which CSE is 
necessary, its appropriate scope and 
form, and a clear and coherent value 
proposition for how CSE improves the 
ethics of research and enhances the 
impact of their investments.” 
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